Variability of laser-evoked potentials: attention, arousal and lateralized differences.
We recorded laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) from 20 normal subjects by stimulating the skin with pulses from an infrared CO2 laser. The conduction velocity of the peripheral afferent fibers mediating the LEPs averaged 14.9 m/sec. The amplitude of the LEP components correlated significantly with perceived stimulus intensity. During repetitive constant intensity stimulation, the peak-to-peak LEP amplitude decreased 38% during a distraction task and 42% during drowsiness and was absent during stage 2 sleep, indicating a modulation of responsiveness to laser stimulation during distraction and decreased states of arousal. Normative data revealed considerable intersubject variability in LEP latencies and amplitudes. Analysis of intrasubject lateralized (side-to-side) differences revealed that the relative peak-to-peak amplitude was less variable than that of the N or P components. For clinical applications using 3 S.D.s to define the normal range, a lateral interpeak amplitude difference greater than 28% would suggest focal or lateralized sensory abnormality in an individual patient. Vigilance and attentiveness to the stimuli should be monitored during the acquisition of LEPs.